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the historical sketch & roster series - research online - the historical sketch & roster series these books
contain information for researching the men who served in a particular unit. the focus is for genealogical rather
than historical research. table of contents: list of officers with biographical sketches list of companies and the
counties where formed officers of each company historical sketch and roster of the virginia 14th
infantry ... - historical sketch and roster of the virginia 14th infantry regiment kentucky ancestors.
genealogical quarterly. of the kentucky historical society. listed below are the contents of kentucky ancestors
from the first issue in 1965 to the current issue in a searchable pdf format. volume 1. number one, july 1965.
officers of kentucky historical ... historical sketch and roster of the tennessee 17th ... - historical sketch
and roster of the tennessee 17th infantry regiment kentucky ancestors. genealogical quarterly. of the kentucky
historical society. listed below are the contents of kentucky ancestors from the first issue in 1965 to the
current issue in a searchable pdf format. volume 1. number one, july 1965. officers of kentucky historical ...
contents kentucky ancestors genealogical quarterly of the ... - contents kentucky ancestors
genealogical quarterly of the kentucky historical society listed below are the contents of kentucky ancestors
from the first issue in 1965 to the current issue in a searchable pdf format. the good men who won the war
- muse.jhu - a historic sketch lest we forget. company “e” 26th ohio infantry in the war for the union 1861–65
(1909). kern, albert. history of the first regiment ohio volunteer infantry in the civil war 1861–1865 (1918). ...
fantry with roster and roll of honor ... morgan's raid map - indiana historical society - map of morgan's
raid through tennessee, kentucky, indiana, and ohio (11" x 17") drawn for the history train exhibit, "faces of
the civil war," by barbara quigley, senior archivist, visual collections, indiana historical society, from her
research, 28 july 2006. guide to the chickamauga collection - civil war digital - guide to the
chickamauga collection for the dvd version of this collection: due to the limitations of the dvd burning process,
some filenames have been edited. the full, unedited, filenames are in this document. if you purchased the usb
flash drive version, please disregard this note. official records mase, adam (1798-1865), record book,
1832, (c0492) - the state historical society of missouri. if you would like more ... biographical sketch . adam
mase was born in kentucky in june 1798 and moved to pike county, missouri, in 1819, probably to frankford in
peno township; he worked in the tanning business most of his ... "mase, adam (1798-1865), record book, 1832,
(c0492)" civil war genealogy & history for states other than new york - civil war genealogy & history for
states other than new york: selected sources in the buffalo & erie county public library ... historical sketch of
the chatham artillery during the confederate struggle for independence ... includes a roster, biographical
sketches, and deaths e505.5 102d guide to civil war sources - maryland historical society - detailed
information about the war in maryland as well as lists of those who fought. the maryland historical society
museum includes displays on the civil war, as does the baltimore civil war museum at president street station.
it is estimated that up to 60,000 marylanders fought for the union during the civil war. maryland raised 20
fellow citizens, we cannot escape history. © 2005 - gardner's photographic sketch book of the war
women's activities during the civil war: a selected list of photographs historical maps of the civil war (from the
university of alabama) punch cartoons of the american civil war, 1861-1865 abraham lincoln in political
cartoons abraham lincoln and the london punch 75 years of electrical engineering education at the ... rom an historical sketch, “the itadel and ngineering”, by r. james . scoggins, jr. the leading object of the school
òis to prepare its graduates for the business of life. its aim will be mainly scientific. ó rom the superintendent’s
official ircular, august 12, 1886 john ross miller - university of iowa - john ross miller by c. c. stiles the
subject of this sketch was born in slavery in the state of kentucky, november 8, 1841, and died december 29,
1923, being over eighty-two years of age at the time of his death, which occurred suddenly, being stricken
with heart failure just as he was boarding a street ear on his way to work at the copher and stidham family,
records, 1784-1974, (c4290) - c copher and stidham family, records, 1784-1974 4290 0.2 cubic feet (1
folder) this collection is available at the state historical society of missouri. if you would like more information,
please contact us at research@shsmo. introduction the records of the copher and stidham families contain
dates of births, deaths,
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